Introduction {#s1}
============

Humans are endowed with the ability to envision the future and to anticipate the hedonic consequences of future events [@pone.0080668-Gilbert1], [@pone.0080668-Atance1]. This future perspective (FP) underlies the fundamental organizing principles of motivation, cognition, and affect [@pone.0080668-Trope1], [@pone.0080668-Gilbert2]. One of these principles is faith in justice [@pone.0080668-Hafer1], [@pone.0080668-Hafer2], [@pone.0080668-Sutton1]. As justice motive theory asserts, individuals are motivated to believe that they live in a world in which people get what they deserve [@pone.0080668-Lerner1], [@pone.0080668-Lerner2]. Theoretically, this belief in a just world (BJW) promotes the expectation that life will be stable and orderly, and that people can confront an otherwise uncertain future with confidence. Recent years have seen a growth of interest in the justice motive and how it relates to the human ability to envision the future [@pone.0080668-Hafer1], [@pone.0080668-Hafer2], [@pone.0080668-Sutton1], [@pone.0080668-Anderson1], [@pone.0080668-Bal1], [@pone.0080668-Kay1], [@pone.0080668-Gaucher1].

One of the key findings of recent research on BJW is that it is closely related to mental health. Individuals with strong BJW often show considerable levels of resilience when coping with life stressors [@pone.0080668-Furnham1], [@pone.0080668-Hafer3], [@pone.0080668-Hafer4], [@pone.0080668-Tomaka1]. However, this finding depends on whom is imagined to be the recipient of justice. The belief that one will personally receive justice (PBJW) is psychometrically and functionally distinct from the belief that people generally receive justice (GBJW). Several studies, conducted largely with WEIRD (Western, educated, industrialized, rich and democratic [@pone.0080668-Henrich1]) samples, have shown that PBJW is endorsed more strongly and associated more strongly with mental health than GBJW [@pone.0080668-Dalbert1], [@pone.0080668-CubelaAdoric1], [@pone.0080668-Dzuka1], [@pone.0080668-Dzuka2]. However, this is not necessarily the case among less privileged Western populations [@pone.0080668-Sutton1], [@pone.0080668-McParland1]. Further, GBJW has been found to be stronger than PBJW among disadvantaged populations (e.g., ordinary people in the developing China, India, and Armenia), and to promote resilience among people confronting adversities such as natural disasters [@pone.0080668-Wu1], [@pone.0080668-Zhu1], [@pone.0080668-Wu2], cancer or AIDS [@pone.0080668-Wu3], and chronic pain [@pone.0080668-McParland1]. Such findings challenge the theoretical consensus that people believe that the world is more fair to themselves than generally, and that they benefit more from this belief [@pone.0080668-Sutton2], [@pone.0080668-Lipkus1], [@pone.0080668-Dalbert2], [@pone.0080668-Bgue1].

Most important, the original theoretical statements of justice motive theory link future perspective with the psychological importance of GBJW for people who are enduring chronic disadvantage or suffering. People whose lives are currently imbued with injustice may derive some comfort from the belief that other people's lives are just, since the justice experienced by others may portend that they themselves will experience more deserved outcomes in the future. In keeping with this reasoning, research has shown that disadvantaged (vs. advantaged) people benefit more than adopting beliefs in control that imply that just outcomes prevail for most people [@pone.0080668-Kay2], [@pone.0080668-Laurin1]. In short, for people enduring unjust lives, faith that "other people get what they deserve" may promote the faith that "I will get what I deserve," and so help them to cope with the adverse circumstances of their lives in the present day.

Other lines of research also link future perspective to the strength and function of faith in the justice of the world to people generally. Some studies suggest that GBJW is associated with defensive responses to victims, such as derogation, more strongly when people are focused on their long-term goals for the future [@pone.0080668-Hafer1], [@pone.0080668-Hafer2], [@pone.0080668-Bal1], [@pone.0080668-Gaucher1]. Other studies show that system-justifying beliefs, which promote the expectation that people generally get what they deserve, contribute to effective self-regulation and pursuit of long-term goals [@pone.0080668-Laurin1], [@pone.0080668-Jost1].

In the present research, therefore, we are concerned with the interplay between future perspective and just-world beliefs. If GBJW enables people who live in relatively disadvantageous circumstances (e.g., relative to WEIRD participants), to confront the environment confidently [@pone.0080668-Lerner1], [@pone.0080668-Lerner2], we would expect it to be associated with psychological resilience -- especially when these people have adopted a future perspective. Two studies with Chinese participants test whether GBJW is endorsed more strongly than PBJW, and more strongly associated with psychological resilience. They also examine whether the relationship between GBJW and psychological resilience is stronger among participants with a stronger focus on their future (i.e., higher FP). In Study 1, we examine the moderating effects of dispositional FP among middle school students. In Study 2, we examine the moderating effects of a situational proxy of FP among survivors of an earthquake, in which survivors who have been placed in new housing are assumed (and shown) to be higher in FP than those who are waiting to be placed in new housing.

Study 1 {#s2}
=======

In our previous studies, GBJW was found to be stronger than PBJW in childhood and adulthood, and to function as a psychological resource for coping with adversity [@pone.0080668-Wu1], [@pone.0080668-Zhu1], [@pone.0080668-Wu2], [@pone.0080668-Wu3]. However, these studies did not examine the role of FP in the effect. In the present study, we recruited Chinese adolescents in order to examine the relative strength and function of GBJW, and to conduct the first empirical investigation of the role of FP. Researchers have suggested that just-world belief are of particular psychological importance in adolescence, since envisioning the future, pursuing long-term projects, and avoiding long-term pitfalls is especially important in adolescence [@pone.0080668-Sutton1], [@pone.0080668-Otto1]. This suggests that just-world beliefs may be especially important among adolescents who are dispositionally high in FP. As found in previous studies with Chinese adolescents, we hypothesized that adolescents would have a greater GBJW than PBJW [@pone.0080668-Wu2]. More importantly, we expected that FP would moderate the relationship of GBJW and resilience; in adolescents with high FP, GBJW would predict resilience, but in adolescents with low FP, GBJW would not.

Method {#s2a}
------

### Participants {#s2a1}

Two hundred and twenty-eight adolescents in a middle school in Beijing were asked to complete the questionnaires, and 223 of them responded as instructed (12 to 15 years old, M = 13.27; 116 girls). The other five were identified as oversea students who were not able to fully understand the instructions and questions in Chinese, thus were not included in the further analysis. Written informed consent from the participants and their guardians was obtained, and this protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (No. 10007).

### Materials and Procedure {#s2a2}

A 13-item BJW scale was employed to assess both GBJW (6 items, e.g., "I believe that, by and large, people get what they deserve", *α*  = .85) and PBJW (7 items, e.g., "I believe that I usually get what I deserve", α = .87) [@pone.0080668-Wu2], [@pone.0080668-Dalbert2](1  =  strongly disagree, 6  =  strongly agree).

A 10-item resilience scale (α  = .90) was used to measure resilience, which is positive adaptation to daily life stress (e.g., "I tend to bounce back after illness or hardship") [@pone.0080668-CampbellSills1], [@pone.0080668-Connor1] (0  =  not true at all, 4  =  true nearly all the time).

FP was measured by three items (α  = .81): "I consider how a situation will develop in the long run to formulate an appropriate strategic approach", "I will adjust my approaches according to future changes" and "I will take a long-term perspective to evaluate my gains and losses", 0  =  never, 4  =  always). These items were from a Chinese long-term orientation scale concerning the future and past perspective [@pone.0080668-Yu1], and readability in simplified Chinese was taken into consideration in selecting the items.

The questionnaire was distributed and completed in the classroom. A small gift (four issues of a newspaper about middle-school students' health) was offered as reward. The data collection process was conducted under the supervision of the adolescents' teachers.

Results {#s2b}
-------

As presented in [Table 1](#pone-0080668-t001){ref-type="table"}, both GBJW and PBJW were positively correlated with FP and psychological resilience. Furthermore, a paired-sample *t*-test showed that GBJW (*M* = 4.28±1.12) was stronger than PBJW (*M* = 4.16±1.04), *t*(221)  = 2.11, *p*  = .036.

10.1371/journal.pone.0080668.t001

###### Correlation of GBJW and PBJW with future perspective and resilience in Study 1 and Study 2.

![](pone.0080668.t001){#pone-0080668-t001-1}

                Ordinary Adolescents                 Disaster Survivors  
  ------------ ---------------------- ---------- -- -------------------- ----------
                        GBJW             PBJW               GBJW            PBJW
  PBJW                0.68\*\*                            0.55\*\*       
  Gender                0.11            --0.00             --0.06           0.06
  Age                   0.02             0.05              0.13\*         0.21\*\*
  FP                  0.24\*\*         0.25\*\*           0.19\*\*          0.11
  Resilience          0.33\*\*         0.31\*\*            0.16\*           0.10

 =  General Belief in a Just World, PBJW  =  Personal Belief in a Just World, FP  =  Future Perspective. \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01. Note. GBJW

Hierarchical regression analyses were used to test the moderation effect of FP on GBJW (vs. PBJW) and resilience, in which the mean-centered interaction term (FP × GBJW or FP x PBJW) was entered into the regression model after demographic variables, while FP and GBJW (or PBJW) were controlled. Results of the first hierarchical model concerned with GBJW showed that as predicted, resilience was significantly predicted by FP × GBJW, *β* = 0.19, *t* = 3.38, *p*  = .001, as well as GBJW, *β* = 0.20, *t* = 3.47, *p*  = .001, and FP, *β* = 0.47, *t* = 8.27, *p*  = .000. In contrast, the second hierarchical showed that while resilience was predicted by both PBJW, *β* = 0.19, *t* = 3.21, *p*  = .002, and FP, *β* = 0.46, *t* = 7.72, *p*  = .000, there was no evidence of moderation since there was no significant effect of FP × PBJW, *β* = 0.04, *t* = 0.62, *p*  = .538.

As shown in [Figure 1](#pone-0080668-g001){ref-type="fig"}, we demonstrated the interaction effect of FP and GBJW on psychological resilience, by comparing the simple slopes [@pone.0080668-Aiken1] relating GBJW to psychological resilience among adolescents with high FP (+1 SD) and low FP (--1 SD). As expected, GBJW, *β* = 0.66, *t* = 3.09, *p*  = .004, but not PBJW, *β* = --0.11, *r* = --0.52, *p*  = .605, predicted resilience among those with high FP. Among those low in FP, GBJW *β* = --0.45, *t* = --1.90, *p*  = .067, and PBJW, *β* = 0.43, *t* =  2.00, *p*  = .054, marginally predicted resilience.

![Relationship of adolescents' GBJW and psychological resilience, depending on the variance of dispositional FP (Study 1).\
GBJW  =  general belief in a just world, FP  =  Future Perspective.](pone.0080668.g001){#pone-0080668-g001}

Discussion {#s2c}
----------

Several interesting findings emerged from this study. First, we replicated our earlier findings suggesting that GBJW is stronger than PBJW among Chinese adolescents [@pone.0080668-Wu2]. Second, we showed that GBJW is positively associated with psychological adjustment -- specifically, with resilience -- among these adolescents. Third, and most novel, we showed that the positive relationship between GBJW and resilience was moderated by participants' temporal perspective. It was robust among adolescents who had adopted a high FP, and marginal among adolescents with low FP. In the next study, we examine whether this moderation effect extends beyond adolescence into adulthood, and also whether it holds for participants who are confronting especially challenging or unjust life circumstances -- specifically, those whose homes were destroyed by a natural disaster.

Study 2 {#s3}
=======

In Study 2, we focused on the interplay between FP and GBJW among those experiencing harsh realities, in which resilience should be crucial for survival and adjustment. Natural disasters are vivid and tragic examples of such realities, exposing people to danger, disorder, and uncertainty. Previous research suggests that GBJW may boost resilience for people facing a disaster by offering a hopeful future [@pone.0080668-Wu1], [@pone.0080668-Zhu1], [@pone.0080668-Wu2]. In the present study, we hypothesized that GBJW would have this function if there was a tangible asset in the future. For example, as the overriding concern of survivors after the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, some of the survivors moved into new permanent apartments. In contrast, we propose that the function of GBJW would break down if hope was not tangibly reinforced long after the disaster, for example, for those survivors who remained long-term in temporary shelters.

Method {#s3a}
------

### Participants {#s3a1}

Two hundred and thirty six survivors were recruited to take part in the survey 26 months after 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake in China, and 218 of them (*M* = 42.17±16.98, from 18 to 78 years) were identified to be local residents who experienced the earthquake and accepted the invitation to participate. Written informed consent from the participants was obtained, and this protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (No. 10007).

All participants were forced to move out of their houses by the earthquake. At the time the survey was taken, 112 had moved to new apartments (*M* = 42.17±17.90 years; 51 women), and 106 still lived in the temporary shelters of the disaster (*M* = 42.18±16.03 years; 51 women). Two groups were comparable in age, *t*(216)  = 0.00, *p  = .*997, gender, *χ^2^*(1)  = 0.11, *p  = .*746, marriage status, *χ^2^*(1)  = 0.23, *p  = .*633, and education level, *χ^2^*(2)  = 0.50, *p  = .*780. Participants' housing opportunities had been determined by the construction schedule of different companies that the village/community authorities delegated, and some residents were able to enter a lottery to obtain an apartment when some apartments became available, while the rest who did not get any apartment still lived in the temporary shelters since while waiting for the next available batch of apartments.

### Materials and Procedure {#s3a2}

The questionnaire was distributed and completed at participants' apartments or shelters, and a gift was offered as reward. The materials included the 13-item BJW scale and the 10-item resilience scale as in Study 1. The two different living conditions were considered to naturally prime different temporal perspectives. Specifically, we assumed that those moving into the new apartments would be able to focus on their longer term futures, while those living in the temporary shelters would be more likely to be focused on short-term concerns, less able to envision their longer term future. We included three items about FP (as in Study 1) to check the validity of this assumption, and an independent *t*-test revealed that those in the new apartments (2.36±0.74) were higher in FP than those staying in the temporal shelters (2.11±0.87), *t*(215)  = 2.21, *p*  = .028. Meanwhile, we also asked the participants to evaluated how severely were they hurt in the disaster on a 1--4 Likert scale (1 = not at all, 4 =  severely), and found no difference between the two groups (*M* = 1.28±0.56 vs. *M* = 1.26±0.52), *t*(209)  = 0.21, *p*  = .834.

Results {#s3b}
-------

As presented on the right side of [Table 1](#pone-0080668-t001){ref-type="table"}, GBJW was positively correlated with FP and resilience while PBJW was not. A paired-sample *t*-test showed that GBJW (*M* = 4.22±0.93) was stronger than PBJW (*M* = 3.92±0.95), *t*(210)  = 4.99, *p*  = .001.

Hierarchical regression analyses were used to determine whether GBJW and PBJW were related to resilience differently across different temporal conditions. To test the moderation effect of FP on BJW and resilience, FP × GBJW (or PBJW) was entered into the regression after demographic variables, while FP and GBJW (or PBJW) were controlled. Results of the first analysis concerned with GBJW showed that GBJW, *β* = 0.58, *t* = 2.38, *p*  = .019, but not FP, *β* = 0.016, *t* = 0.21, *p*  = .836, predicted resilience. The FP x GBJW interaction term was a marginally significant predictor of resilience over and above these individual terms, providing some support for our hypothesis that FP would marginally moderate the effects of GBJW, *β* = 0.12, *t* = 1.81, *p*  = .071. In contrast, the analysis concerned with PBJW showed that that neither PBJW, *β* = 0.23, *t* = 0.93, *p*  = .356, FP, *β* = 0.01, *t* = 0.15, *p*  = .880, nor the interaction term, *β* = 0.12, *t* = 0.49, *p*  = .625, predicted resilience.

As shown in [Figure 2](#pone-0080668-g002){ref-type="fig"}, we examined the marginal interaction between FP and GBJW by relating GBJW to psychological resilience among survivors with FP (in new apartments) and no FP (in temporary shelters). As expected, GBJW, *β* = 0.26, *t*  = 1.99, *p*  = .050), but not PBJW, *β* = 0.01, *t*  = 0.06, *p*  = .952, predicted resilience among those with FP, while neither GBJW, β = --0.01, *t* = --0.06, *p*  = .951, nor PBJW, *β* = 0.06, *t*  = 0.51, *p*  = .612, predicted resilience among those with no FP.

![Relationship of disaster survivors' GBJW and psychological resilience, depending on the priming of FP (Study 2).\
GBJW  =  general belief in a just world, FP  =  Future Perspective.](pone.0080668.g002){#pone-0080668-g002}

Discussion {#s3c}
----------

The present results replicate and extend those of Study 1. The adult earthquake survivors in the present study, like the adolescent schoolchildren of Study 1, believed the world was more just generally than to themselves personally. As in Study 1, GBJW was positively related to resilience among participants who were strongly (vs. weakly) focused on the future. This shows that the greater strength of GBJW, and its psychological function in combination with FP, holds true whether participants are living the lives of typical schoolchildren or have been rendered homeless by a natural disaster. Further, the moderation effect of FP holds true whether it operationalized in terms of chronic individual differences within a correlational design (Study 1) or as situationally determined differences in a quasi-experimental design (Study 2). A notable difference is that in Study 2, PBJW did not predict psychological resilience among earthquake survivors, whereas it did predict resilience among the schoolchildren of Study 1. This pattern of results suggests that GBJW, relative to PBJW, is especially important to well-being for people who are confronting very adverse, unjust outcomes in their own lives -- perhaps because justice currently received by others provides hope that in the future, the self, too, will receive justice. Also of note, being placed in new accommodation did not, by itself, predict psychological resilience; only when participants felt that others get what they deserve did it appear to be helpful. Perhaps, improvement in the circumstances of victims of unjust outcomes aids adjustment only when they are interpreted through the lens of just-world belief.

General Discussion {#s4}
==================

Results from the current studies show that at as we predicted, GBJW was more strongly endorsed than PBJW. These results differ markedly from a number of studies conducted in Western populations, in which PBJW has been shown to be generally stronger than GBJW [@pone.0080668-Sutton2], [@pone.0080668-Lipkus1], [@pone.0080668-Dalbert2], [@pone.0080668-Bgue1]. However, they are consistent with some of our other findings in studies of Chinese participants. As well as being strongly endorsed in this population, GBJW predicted psychological resilience, over and above any effect of PBJW. In fact, PBJW was related to well-being for Chinese schoolchildren (Study 1) but not for survivors of the Wenchuan earthquake (Study 2). Studies conducted with WEIRD samples generally show that PBJW (vs. GBJW) has a stronger relationship with well being [@pone.0080668-Nudelman1]. Together, the results concerning the strength and apparent function of GBJW illustrate that findings obtained with relatively privileged Westerners cannot be generalized to other populations.

The most novel finding of the present investigation is that the relationship between GBJW and resilience is moderated by temporal perspective. In both studies, the relationship between GBJW and resilience was significant among people who had adopted a FP, and marginal (Study 1) or non-significant (Study 2) among those who had not. Holding across two different research designs and operationalizations of FP, this result supports our prediction, derived from just motive theory, that just-world beliefs are especially important for psychological adjustment among people who are focused on their future [@pone.0080668-Hafer1], [@pone.0080668-Hafer2], [@pone.0080668-Sutton1], [@pone.0080668-Lerner1], [@pone.0080668-Lerner2].

Previous studies have shown that the justice motive is activated when people consider the future, with a range of consequences for motivation and social judgment. For example, a recent study shows that observers who believe that people generally get what they deserve perceive that the innocent victims of misfortune will nonetheless experience ultimate justice -- that is, derive meaning and enhanced well being from their current travails [@pone.0080668-Anderson1]. Similarly, general justice beliefs have been found to be associated with enhanced self-regulation and willingness to invest resources such as time and effort in the pursuit of long-term goals [@pone.0080668-Laurin1], [@pone.0080668-Jost1], [@pone.0080668-Jost2], [@pone.0080668-Jost3], [@pone.0080668-Jost4]

The present studies are unique in showing that just-world beliefs are associated with an index of psychological well-being more strongly when people are focused on the future. Although new, this finding is fully consistent with original statements of just-world theory, in which faith in justice was seen as adaptive largely because it gives people reassurance in the future, they will receive the outcomes they deserve [@pone.0080668-Lerner1], [@pone.0080668-Lerner2].

Since the association of GBJW and resilience was contingent on FP, we cannot conclude that GBJW always has an adaptive function for the populations from which our participants were drawn. This means that characteristics of Chinese culture, such as collectivism, or holistic cognition, are not sufficient for GBJW to be adaptive. Disadvantaged living conditions may also be important, as suggested by recent findings that people who have endured difficult and unjust circumstances may be especially likely to benefit from GBJW as opposed to PBJW [@pone.0080668-Hafer4], [@pone.0080668-Tomaka1], [@pone.0080668-McParland1], [@pone.0080668-Wu1], [@pone.0080668-Zhu1], [@pone.0080668-Wu2], [@pone.0080668-Wu3]. One theoretical explanation for this is that GBJW provides disadvantaged people a means of compensatory control, entailing that existing social arrangements are fair and deserved and that good outcomes may be obtained through effort and merit [@pone.0080668-Jost3], [@pone.0080668-Jost4]. GBJW depicts an orderly and controllable world, which helps preserve a sense of control even when personal control vanishes [@pone.0080668-Kay2], [@pone.0080668-Kay3], [@pone.0080668-Kay4], [@pone.0080668-Kay5]. An abundant literature suggests that such beliefs can serve a palliative function for people who lack the experience of justice in their lives [@pone.0080668-Jost1], [@pone.0080668-Jost2], [@pone.0080668-Jost3], [@pone.0080668-Jost4]. In this case, it is perhaps not surprising that GBJW is especially useful when such people focus on the future, facilitating the hope that the present injustices in their own lives may be replaced by the justice that people are believed to experience, generally.

Culture, nonetheless, may be important. In the case of collectivistic cultures where people have to confront widespread disasters [@pone.0080668-Fincher1] and socioeconomic obstruction [@pone.0080668-Inglehart1], a robust GBJW could help such individuals as the Confucians in harsh realities pursue a good life through their own ability, power, and effort, or help such individuals as Taoists spiritually enjoy the meaning of transcending adversity [@pone.0080668-Fung1], [@pone.0080668-Zhang1]. Of course, we notice that GBJW is not specifically restricted to collectivistic cultures, and a robust GBJW has also been shown by cross-situational and cross-cultural investigations to be present in a large amount of Western literature [@pone.0080668-Sutton1], [@pone.0080668-Furnham1], [@pone.0080668-Sutton2], [@pone.0080668-Bond1], [@pone.0080668-Bond2], [@pone.0080668-Lucas1], [@pone.0080668-Furnham2], [@pone.0080668-Sutton3]. Further research is required to disentangle the potential moderating roles of culture and disadvantage. For example, individual differences in cultural variables, such as collectivism, philosophy and cognition, can be examined as potential moderators along with differences in (dis)advantaged personal circumstances.

Whatever the ultimate explanation for the possible benefits of GBJW for people with a future perspective, it is important to note that they are likely to have a downside. Specifically, it can lead to negative responses to victims [@pone.0080668-Hafer1], [@pone.0080668-Hafer2]. Thus, characteristics that seem intuitively related to rational thought (long-term planning) and to goodness (idealism about justice) might lead to both resilient responses that benefit the self, and defensive responses that revictimize unfortunate others. In other words, self resilience and social maladjustment could coexist as two sides of the same coin [@pone.0080668-Bonanno1], so that there is a social cost of the personal benefits of GBJW. Future research could test the possibility that, under specific conditions, anticipated GBJW leads to increased self-resilience and decreased empathy for victims at the same time.

Taken together, a major strength of the two studies presented here is that converging results were found with different samples and methodological approaches. The studies nonetheless have important limitations. Not least of which, neither study is experimental. [Study 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"} relies on a cross-sectional examination of relationships between individual differences in GBJW, FP, and resilience; Study 2 relies on a quasi-experimental design in which situational variance in FP is examined as a moderator of the relationship between GBJW and resilience. Further, both studies rely on a self-report measure of resilience. Future studies should attempt experimental investigations of FP, and other measures of resilience, ideally including a more objective or behavioral component.

Despite these limitations, the studies provide initial evidence that GBJW is more important in important sections of the global community than is apparent from two decades of research conducted largely with relatively privileged samples of Westerners. In the present studies it appears to be endorsed more strongly than PBJW, and more strongly associated with resilience among people whose temporal perspectives are oriented toward the future. Although future studies are required to examine whether the relationship between GBJW and adjustment observed in the present studies is causal, the present results suggest that perhaps, GBJW is especially useful to people whose cultural background, and/or their personal circumstances, create a lived experience quite different from the phenomenological "world of the self' that is characteristic of the Westerners who were focal in the original statements of just motive theory [@pone.0080668-Lerner1], [@pone.0080668-Lerner2].
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